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Complex geometry legs were advantageous to obtain higher thermoelectric potential due to a better ther-
mal dissipation. Among all industrial processes, additive manufacturing using a selective laser sintering
(SLS) or melting (SLM) techniques is the most promising to obtain such complex-shape legs without
machining step. In this work, for the first time, Higher Manganese Silicide (HMS) sheet samples were syn-
thetized, sintered and shaped simultaneously by additive manufacturing from ball milled manganese and
silicon powder. Impact of surface power density and scanning rate of the laser on the microstructural and
structural properties was discussed for some SLS/M parameters. Characterizations have shown that both
densification and pure HMS phase can be obtained by SLS/M.
1. Introduction

Today, the market of the thermoelectric power generation for
waste recovery in automotive, spatial and military applications is
emerging. It should reach 610 M$ in 2021 [1]. The p-type MnSic
(1.7 < y < 1.8) Higher Manganese Silicide (HMS) compound is a
promising candidate for future thermoelectric (TE) applications
in particular for TE modules in the 500 to 800 K range [2,3]. Y.
Miyazaki et al. have described the crystal structure of HMS mate-
rial by means of the (3 + 1)-dimensional superspace group
approach [4]. Accordingly, all the HMS formulas can be treated as
a single compound MnSic, where the [Mn] and [Si] are arranged
in a tetragonal subsystem with the space groups of I41/amd and
P4/nnc, respectively. This thermoelectric safe, green, and chemi-
cally stable material is made of non-rare and cheap elements. A
lot of studies reported its TE properties for various dopants [5–
12]. HMS have a low density (5.15 g/cm3) which is crucial for TE
applications in embedded devices [13,14] and are consideredas
promising TE material from industrial point of view [15]. Never-
theless, the synthesis of HMS legs stays difficult at an industrial
scale because HMS is hard [16]. A lot of experimental techniques
have been employed in the literature for TE silicide compounds
synthesis [17], [14]. HMS are commonly sintered by hot pressing
or Spark Plasma Sintering techniques [18]. However, these tech-
niques are not adapted to fabricate very complex shapes parts
and the total cost of legs production remains expensive. The pre-
sent work brings information about further eventual feasibility of
HMS legs directly manufactured from a mixture of its precursors
by additive manufacturing technique. TE devices with new geome-
tries are of great interest for the thermal energy harvesting opti-
mization [19]. Today, Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) or melting
(SLM), is an emerging technology and seems to be the best way
to make TE legs with complex geometries [20]. However, this tech-
nique is mainly used for structural materials (steel, titanium, alu-
minum, polymers) without additional interests to their electronic
properties. First success of thermoelectric materials sintering using
laser has been reported for Bi2Te3 [21,22]. Nevertheless, Bi2Te3 has
not been synthetized from a mixture of its elementary con-
stituents. In this study, SLS/M technique [23] has been carried
out using a powder mixture based on its precursors. The basic idea
was to demonstrate the simultaneously HMS material synthesis
and sintering by SLS technique for an eventual further legs prepa-
ration. Powder consumption in SLS is usually very important, in the
present work we made feasibility experiments with a small
amount of precursor powder in alumina support.
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2. Experimental

Commercial manganese and silicon powders (Alfa Aesar 99.5%)
have been mixed and ball milled (1 manganese for 1.95 silicon in
atomic ratio) in a 20 mL ball milling device with 10 balls of 10
mm diameter then milled at 450 rpm for 2 � 10 min. The precursor
powder has been characterized by X-Ray Diffraction (BRUKER D8)
in h-2h mode and Scanning Electronic Microscope (JEOL JSM –
6400). The experiments were carried out with a SLS/M ProX 200
apparatus (wavelength: 1070 nm) which is perfectly adapted for
metallic materials, therefore relatively well adapted to a Mn-Si
Fig. 1. (Left) optical micrographies of the surface of the sheet samples made under variou
(mm/s). (Right), a cross section of the sample B.

Fig. 2. SEM (Mode SE2) of (a) ball milled precursor powder (Mn and Si) and (b) Sample
mixture. Precursor powder has been introduced in alumina cups
then mechanically pressed under 28 kPa to reproduce the mechan-
ical pressure applied by the SLS/MProX 200 machine before insola-
tion. The chamber was inerted with argon to avoid oxidation. The
laser scanning pattern was defined by a 1 � 1 cm2 square shape
with only one pass. The spacing between the insolation lines (p)
has been arbitrary fixed at 50 mm. The studied SLS/M parameters
were the laser power (P) established in the {30; 45} W range, laser
spots diameters (D) of {420; 605} mm and the laser scanning rate
(v) in the {50; 150} mm/s range. The energy dose (Ed) received
by the powder bed was calculated according to Ed = 4P/(pDv).
s SLS/M energy doses (J/cm2), Surface Power Density (kW/cm2), laser scanning rates

B manufactured by SLS/M, in right side the corresponding elements cartographies.



The samples with a sufficient mechanical cohesion were cleaned
with pure ethanol in ultrasonic bath and dried under nitrogen flow.
Only samples which have been manufactured with an Ed lying
from 63 to 182 J/cm2 could be handled and studied.
3. Results and discussion

The Fig. 1 shows for given SLS/M parameters (described for each
micrography obtained by a KEYENCE VHX microscope X100) the
top view of main samples manufactured which have a sufficient
mechanical cohesion and a representation of a sample B cross sec-
tion. Optical micrographies were sorted according to the received
energy doses which was increasing from the sample A to D. The
sample A has been elaborated with an Ed of 63 J/cm2. It has a good
homogeneity with small grains and its geometry was respected.
Nevertheless, the sample was fragile probably because the energy
dose was not to sufficient to complete the powder sintering and
reaction. The sample B prepared with an Ed of 91 J/cm2 showed
melted grains with good intergranular boundaries and a good sur-
face homogeneity (typical of SLS/M process). The cross section
shows homogenous microstructure along the depth. The over-
melted balls grains start to appear in the case of sample C where
the Ed was fixed to 126 J/cm2 and become worst for the sample
D which is mechanically brittle. It is mainly due to a thermal
energy accumulation caused by the low thermal conductivity.
We have concluded that the Ed of 126 J/cm2 was too high. For these
reasons, only samples A and B was selected for complementary
analysis. Sample surfaces are rough even for optimized Ed, this is
mainly due to the use of precursor powder whose grain size and
shape are not well adapted to the SLS process. A SEM micrography
is reported in the Fig. 2 (bottom) and is compared with the precur-
sor powder (top). Observation of sample B surface showed joined
grains revealing the presence of a sintering mechanism. The sam-
ple B has been analyzed by elements cartography technique (Fig
2 - right). The microstructure consists of very large grains in com-
parison with the starting powder suggesting grain growth mecha-
nism induced by the laser heating. Distribution of the elements in
the grains in the sample B appears homogeneous in agreement
with an alloy formation.

The XRD diagrams of the sample A and B are reported in the
Fig. 3 (center). The sample B showed mainly MnSiy phase (JCPDS
01-072-7484) and proves that the reaction between the man-
ganese and the silicon can be initiated by a laser while those of
sample A have shown only a small amount of HMS phase esti-
Fig. 3. XRD diagrams of ball milled precursors (top), samples A and B (center) and
the HMS theoretical peaks for the composition MnSi1.75 (bottom).
mated at 44% in volume (by Gwyddion image analysis software)
due to a lack of applied energy dose to complete the reaction. Sam-
ples C and D were too brittle and have not allowed to made XRD
analysis. The experimental lattice tetragonal parameters are a = 5.
528 Ǻ and c = 17.478 Ǻ. The influence of the energy dose is crucial
to obtain the HMS phase and sintering.

4. Conclusions

In our study, HMS material synthetized and sintered directly
from ball milled manganese and silicon powders by SLS/M has
been demonstrated. An energy dose of 91 J/cm2 allowed to obtain
the MnSiy phase and its sintering. Results presented here are inno-
vating and provide a foundation for future work to investigate the
manufacturability of HMS in a layer-by-layer process using SLS/M
technique to conceive appropriate legs geometries adapted to
specific applications. The total cost of the HMS legs fabrication
could be reduced in comparison with the actual way of production
thanks to its low energy needs and no materials discard. However,
precursor powder should be optimized in size and shape to
improve sample density and microstructure.
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